
HUNTER [Mead] 

ABV: 17% 
Age: 18 months in French Oak Barrels 
Body: Full 
Sweetness: Medium-High (all honey based) 
Honey Varietal: Clover 
Ageability: Very high 
Bottle size: 375ml 
Recommended serving size: 3oz 
Serving temp: 40-65 degrees 
Estate Produced, and Bottled. 

*The mead will keep its best flavors within the first 3 
months after uncorking. After pouring, recork and 
store at or below 70 degrees.* 

2015 Mazer Cup International Mead Competition Bronze  
2014 Mazer Cup International Mead Competition Bronze  
2013 Mazer Cup International Mead Competition Silver  

The Hunter Series


We started the hunter series purely as a curiosity-killing experiment. Once the process to make the 
original “Hunter” was dialed in, we knew we had made something special. Honey serves has a wonderful 
vessel for pure spice allowing small bursts of capsaicin to play with our senses like no other. 


Process


The peppers we use in Hunter are a secret proprietary blend that hail from South America. As far as we 
can tell, the peppers are not widely distributed in the US, so it’s unlikely to ever be correctly guessed. 
The peppers are first dried to ensure proper infusion of flavors and capsaicin. The Honey, water, and 
lemon juice, and lemon zest formation is started using a method developed by our biochemist 
winemaker. Once the fermentation has reached a slow and steady pace, in goes the peppers in a hops 
bag. 


Throughout the process we’ll often check the spice levels as well as the fermentation process to ensure 
the proper flavors are developing. No two batches of peppers or honey are the same, so each batch’s 
timing can vary by as much as a few months. Once the fermentation is finished, we’re left with a tasty 
but unrefined beverage. The bulk of the flavor lies within the honey character, but the mouthfeel and 
aftertaste lie within the extracted oils from the peppers. In order to structure the two, we age Hunter for 
18 months in French oak barrels.


Tasting Notes


Hunter is a truly unique libation with a robust upfront oaked honey character, shortly followed by a bloom 
of spice that forms in the back of the throat. It can be enjoyed straight in a snifter or in numerous mixed 
drinks.


